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QUICK TIP #1

Assume Identity
If you go to the ‘Create’ area and click
on the ‘Act as’ tab, your device will now
switch to the user that you choose. This
is an efficient way for your visiting
observers to turn up without having to
bring a device or to log in.

QUICK TIP #2

Creating the Conditions
You can change the evaluation
statements (judgements) to suit your
activity. If you change the colour
palette, the platform will take on a very
different feel. Why not discuss and
agree each term with your team?

QUICK TIP #3

‘Soft Feedback’
Your leaders can all use their Workflow
for same day verbal feedback. A great
way for more informal recommendations
and recognition. Add agreed actions
and areas for improvement if required.

Welcome to the Summer ENewsletter
We’ve been looking very closely at how we can best support partnership working. School
leaders have really developed their relationships with colleagues from other schools in
recent years. It’s important that we can now get the best out of these relationships. When
you take a learning walk with a leader from the school down the road, or a school
improvement partner, this external validation adds credibility. It’s also great to have a
fresh pair of eyes contributing to your staff feedback. We’re working with more groups
of schools who are seeking to collaborate, with each school adding their partner leaders
to each other’s school system. With a few developments to aid efficiency, we can begin
to take our self-evaluation to another level. Try inviting in a colleague for a quick learning
walk this summer and see what you think.
Wishing you a successful summer term - David and the team.
Our passion lies deep in who we are, not what we do.

Connect, Collaborate and Share
New Nautilus developments designed to add credibility.
We’re helping schools to get the best out of their partnerships with some powerful and efficient
solutions. Once again, we have taken the feedback and ideas from our schools to our development
meetings to discuss viability. We’ve kept them as simple and user friendly as possible for quick and
easy, daily use.

Add your external partners

When you add your observers, you will now see a checkbox for any external
observers. This will now highlight any contributions from external partners
across your platform, making it clear that you are seeking external verification
and contributions.

Email feedback direct
From the ‘Walks’ area, you will now see a mail icon on any
completed observations. This will enable you to send this
feedback direct to your colleague if you choose. This helps schools
to be paperless, to offer same-day feedback and to reduce
administration.

Share and Import frameworks

You can now share anything that you create in the builder. If you
have created your own learning walks, book studies, observations
or surveys, you can now file share. This is designed to enable
schools to share ideas and best practice. Importing and deploying
takes seconds. Create your own evaluation portfolio.

Design your own report

When you click on the yellow PDF file icon to download your report,
you will now be able to choose your preferred content. The ‘Strategic
Analysis’ report will present your whole school and activity statistical
outcomes. This is the bit with the headline data and doughnut chats.
Perfect for sharing with your team because it does not refer to any
individual lessons or teachers. Great for same-day recognition.
The ’Individual Feedback Reports’ are the ones to use support your
professional feedback. No formal judgements, just recognition and
recommendations. You can also choose to download separately
rather than in the entire report. If you choose to anonymise, you can
now use these reports for governor and external partner meetings.

Nautilus Community

Coming soon!
Our Nautilus community will be launching next year. It will be your
designated space for all school leaders to connect, share ideas, good
practice, discuss and colaborate. This will also be the place to share
your with your connections.

Our passion lies deep in who we are, not what we do.

We’re on Your Team!
Upcoming Exclusive Team Nautilus Workshops
Here’s our new leadership workshops, intended to show your team how to use the platform and
how to get the best out of each activity, saving you valuable time spent cascading information
in your staff meetings. We’ve also increased the capacity as well so that you can book as many
tickets as you would like.
Nautilus Refresher – A walkthrough session
TWIGHLIGHT Wed, Jul. 13th 2022 @ 3:30 PM BST, 45m with Q&A · BOOK MY SEAT
TWIGHLIGHT Wed, Sep. 7th 2022 @ 3:30 PM BST, 45m with Q&A · BOOK MY SEAT
Who? Anyone wanting to revisit and refresh, new users.
A 45 minute 'how to' workshop with Q&A, walking you through the platform. How to create and assign
activities as well as a look at some of the new developments. Includes hints, tips and tricks!
Building – ‘How to Create Bespoke Learning Walks, Surveys and Observations’
Wed, Jul. 6th 2022 @ 1:00 PM BST, 45m with Q&A · BOOK MY SEAT
Who? Any staff
A workshop focussing on the Builder tool and how you can quickly clone, edit and create bespoke
learning walks, books studies, observations and surveys.
Book your ticket here
Smarter SEND – ‘Capturing your SEND Provision’
Wed, Jun. 22nd 2022 @ 1:00 PM BST: 45m with Q&A · BOOK MY SEAT
Who? SENDcos and/or teaching staff.
A walk-through of the SEND drop-in observation tool. We'll take a look at how we can efficiently and
accurately self-evaluate SEND provision and identify critical areas for improvement. Add images to your
classroom visits and create your portfolio of good practice in the Gallery area. We will also consider
reporting SEND to others and the process of individual feedback for your teachers.
Super Subject Leaders – ‘How to Capture, Report and Improve Your Subject Area’
Wed, Jun. 8th 2022 @ 1:00 PM BST 1hr · BOOK MY SEAT
TWIGHLIGHT Wed, Jun. 15th 2022 @ 3:30 PM BST 1hr · BOOK MY SEAT
Who? Subject Leaders.
Use Nautilus to strengthen your subject leadership. Learn how to perform great collaborative learning
walks and book studies for a critical point of knowledge. Use your reports and analysis to evaluate and
improve your subject area.
An Introduction to Nautilus
Wed, May. 25th 2022 @ 1:00 PM BST 1hr · BOOK MY SEAT
Thu, Sep. 1st 2022 @ 10:00 AM BST 1hr · BOOK MY SEAT
Who? Your external partner school leaders, new users.
A session to introduce the platform to school leaders. We’ll demonstrate how to use Nautilus to capture
and evaluate teaching and learning. Share this opportunity with your colleagues from other schools to
strengthen your collaboration. Then you can add yourselves to each other’s platform to capture
together.

Our passion lies deep in who we are, not what we do.

It’s been a fascinating journey since we launched just
over a year ago. To be working with so many
innovative and talented school leaders has been a
privilege. What we didn’t expect was to be receiving
recognition from within the industry. In March we
attended our first BETT Show Awards at the Excel in
London. This is an exciting, global event with some
very big names. It was a great opportunity to meet
people face to face and to share ideas about
education and leadership.
To add to the excitement, we found ourselves
nominated as a finalist at the BETT Show 22
Leadership & Management awards, and again
weeks later as a finalist at the Education Suppliers
Awards. To receive this kind of validation from both
panels of expert judges is a significant step in the
Nautilus journey so far.

Our passion lies deep in who we are, not what we do.

WIN FREE BOOKS FOR YOUR SCHOOL!
We’re big on collaboration and promoting reading here at Nautilus.
We’ve donated over 1000 books to schools this year and we’re going
to be giving away 3 more Nautilus Book Chests to schools this summer
term.
To enter, CLICK HERE and answer the following question, in no more
than 150 words. We’d like to know your views.

“What you think will be the 3 most significant challenges
for school leaders in the next school year?”
When you send us your thoughts, you’ll automatically be entered into our summer draw, where
you’ll have the chance to win a Nautilus Book Chest for your school. This is great way for us to
be able to listen to school leaders, get the development of Nautilus right and to help schools to
engage and support their young readers.

Draw made 1st June 2022. Non-subscribing schools welcome. UK schools only. Open to non-subscribing schools
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